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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY
OF A SOYBEAN PROCESSING FACILITY
IN UTAH
Dee Von Bailey and E. Bruce Godfrey

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An economic and financial analysis of the feasibility of establishing a soybean processing
facility in northern Utah was investigated. This was done assuming that all soybeans processed
at the plant would be shipped to Utah from other locations. The plant was assumed to process
2,000 tons of soybeans per day. Soybean meal produced at the plant was assumed to be sold in
Utah and Idaho with any residual being shipped to California. We assumed that soybean oil
produced at the plant would be refined into hydrogenated oil and then sold to the potato
processing industry in southern Idaho.
The number of livestock that consume soybean meal in Utah and Idaho has risen over
time. There are nearly enough animals in Utah and Idaho at the present time to use nearly 95%
of the soybean meal that would be produced by a local plant that processes 2,000 tons of
soybeans per day. If livestock numbers continue to rise, there will be enough animals in the next
1-2 years to utilize all of the feed produced in a local soybean processing plant.
The financial success associated with constructing and operating a soybean crushing
facility depends on its ability to produce products (primarily soybean meal and soybean oil) at
competitive prices. Our results suggest it would be difficult for a soybean processing plant
located in the Ogden area to be economically viable at the present time. However, some
conditions exist that suggest that at sometime in the future such a plant might be viable if it was
located nearer to a major livestock feeding area that would consume most of the soybean meal
produced at the plant without needing to ship the soybean meal over long distances.
Our results indicate that a Utah plant could not service the California market profitably.
Only those markets that are relatively close (within 150 miles of the proposed plant) would be
profitable, and then only if very favorable rail rates for soybeans shipped from the Midwest can
be negotiated.
The construction and operation of a soybean processing facility would be financially
feasible (i.e., have positive net returns) only if the most optimistic assumptions about rail
transportation rates are used to complete the financial analysis. Even when optimistic measures
are used (BNSF -Rate Scenario), net returns are still quite small since the IRR is only slightly
over 4%. When less optimistic transportation costs are used, the IRR quickly becomes negative.
This suggests that the financial feasibility of constructing and operating a soybean processing
plant in northern Utah is marginal at best. The primary reasons for this conclusion stem from the

fact that current suppliers are providing soybean meal to local customers at highly competitive
rates and the delivered cost differences between current suppliers and a potential plant located in
northern Utah are not large.
Intraregional transportation costs are one of the principal reasons a Utah plant would find
it difficult to compete with current suppliers. Loading and shipping soybeans to a processing
plant and then reloading soybean meal and soybean oil for further shipment increases total
transportation costs and makes a potential plant located in northern Utah less competitive. The
economics of this seem to be supported by the fact that little soybean meal is exported from the
United States but a large amount of soybeans is. To be competitive, it appears that a plant must
minimize transportation costs since this is a large exogenous component of total costs. Loading
and reloading soybean products does not help to reduce transportation costs and is the reason the
results of this study are not encouraging regarding a potential Utah soybean processing plant.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY
OF A SOYBEAN PROCESSING FACILITY

IN UTAH

Introduction

The livestock industry in Utah and Idaho has grown rapidly during the last decade
(Figures 1-4). High energy and protein rations for livestock are based principally on com and
soybean meal. Most com and all of the soybean meal fed to livestock in the Intermountain West
is produced in the central United States and shipped into our area. As livestock numbers in Utah
and Idaho have grown, some have wondered whether building a soybean processing plant in
Utah might reduce local feed costs. For example, the estimated consumption of soybean meal in
Utah and Idaho presented in Table 1 suggests that a soybean processing facility operating in Utah
could sell almost all of its production in Utah and Idaho if it captured most of that market. This
study presents a preliminary estimate of the economic feasibility of operating a soybean
processing plant in Utah. This is a preliminary study not intended to give definitive answers to
questions about the economic feasibility of a soybean processing plant, but rather to answer some
basic questions about some of the key issues about soybean and soybean product markets and
key determinants of economic success in soybean processing.
Since no significant amount of soybeans is currently grown in Utah or Idaho, we assume
that the feasibility of a soybean processing plant must be judged solely on its ability to be
profitable processing soybeans that are shipped to Utah from other locations. Economic
information for the potential plant is calculated assuming it would be located in northern Utah
(basically centrally-located between the principal livestock production areas of Utah and Idaho).
We also assume that soybean products produced in the plant will first be sold locally with
residual production shipped to markets on the West Coast. 1 The part of the analysis dealing with
local markets focuses on Utah and Idaho since substantial increases in grain consuming animal
units (GCU) have occurred in these two states during the last decade (Figures 1-4). We use a
study completed by Konnex Consulting that examined the feasibility of expanding the South
Dakota soybean processing industry as our baseline comparison with Utah costs to give a
preliminary estimate of Utah's potential competitiveness in soybean processing. South Dakota
should serve as a good metric since the soybean industry has grown rapidly in that state in recent
years. Information was also provided by management at South Dakota Soybean Processors
located in Volga, South Dakota, and by Mr. Ronald L. Anderson, an international agribusiness
consultant, located in Chicago, Illinois.
The feasibility of a soybean processing plant in Utah depends on its ability to deliver
soybean products at a cost equal to or less than competitors. This in tum depends on the costs
the Utah plant faces relative to competitors in acquiring, processing, and delivering soybean

ISince this is a preliminary study, no analysis of cost-minimizing shipments to other markets (e.g., linear
programming analysis) was completed.
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products to persons willing to buy these products. The Konnex study states that "Distance to
both raw material supplies [soybeans] and product markets are the primary factors determining
the relative advantage of a soybean processing plant over its competitors" (p. 14). Consequently,
location of input markets (soybeans) and output markets (meal, oil, and hulls) are critical
components of the overall feasibility of a soybean processing plant. Soybean production has
shifted westward in the last 10 years but is still centered approximately 1000 miles east of Utah.
This is an obvious disadvantage for a Utah processing plant. However, the West Coast,
especially California, represents the largest deficit soybean meal and soybean oil market in the
United States and Utah has a transportation cost advantage over midwestern processing plants in
shipping final products to the West Coast. This coupled with the increase in local livestock
numbers could be a potential advantage for a Utah plant. However, even local markets for
soybean meal are dispersed geographically stretching from Milford, Utah to Jerome, Idaho, a
distance of approximately 450 miles. Consequently, estimated intraregional transportation costs
for soybean products produced in a Utah plant must also be considered when assessing the
plant's potential economic viability.
This report discusses the current market situation for soybeans, soybean meal, and
soybean oil at the national, regional, and local levels. The basic economic facts associated with
the proposed plant include: 1) its capacity (size), 2) a preliminary estimate of fixed and variable
costs, 3) days of operation, and 4) proposed financial structure. We identify the key economic
determinants of success as relative transportation and energy costs compared to competing
locations. We report our findings and then provide our preliminary conclusions regarding the
economic feasibility of soybean processing plant in Utah.

The Soybean Market and Industry
Production and Utilization
Soybean production in the United States has grown rapidly during the last 30 years.
Konnex reports that U.S. planted acreage of soybeans (SB) increased from 42.1 million acres in
1970 to 73 million acres in 2000. During the same time period, U.S. soybean production
increased from 1.145 billion bushels to 2.815 billion bushels. During the last 20 years
production has tended to shift from the southeastern United States to the Cornbelt. Within the
Cornbelt itself, soybean production has been shifting to the west to the Dakotas, Iowa, Kansas,
Nebraska, and Missouri (Konnex).
Approximately 60% of soybeans produced annually in the United States are processed
into soybean meal (SBM) and is fed to domestic livestock with the remainder being exported or
placed in storage. Konnex reports that "Actual soybean crush in the United States is determined
primarily by the demand for protein meal in the U. S. and worldwide. Growth in disappearance
of the 5 major oilmeals worldwide has been averaging 3.8%/year over the last decade, and is
expected to continue to grow at a rate of 3%/year or better" (p. 4). Domestic use of SBM has
been growing and accounts for over 80% of total domestic SBM production. The export market
for SBM has been flat (shown little growth) during the last 20 years. This suggests some
economic advantage may exist in shipping SB rather than SBM over long distances.
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Soybean oil (SBO) "accounts for about two-thirds of per capita fats and oils consumption
in the United States, but the rate of increase in U.S. SBO domestic disappearance is declining,
due to the small increase in population growth in this country, availability of competing edible
oils, and nutritional considerations. This points toward a continued accumulation of excess
soybean oil supplies that will, over at least part of the coming years, exert a drag on the market,
unless major exports and/or new uses like soy diesel start to absorb significant quantities"
(Konnex, p. 4). This suggest a relatively weak market for SBO in the foreseeable future.
Processing Industry
The soybean processing industry, as with other agricultural processing industries, has
been characterized by increasing consolidation and concentration during the past 20 years. In
1975, 87 soybean processing plants were operating in the United States, and the market share for
the five largest firms (CR5) was 51 %. By the year 2000, only 64 U. S. plants were operating and
the CR5 was 86% (Konnex). However since 1996, four new companies have begun to process
soybeans in the United States. These include the South Dakota Soybean Processor Cooperative,
CGB (owned by Zennoh, a Japanese cooperative), Incobrasa (Brazilian), and a small cooperative
plant located in Zeeland, Michigan. AG Processing (AGP) has build two new plants-one in
Emmetsburg, Iowa and another in Hastings, Nebraska. Bunge has also built a large plant in
Council Bluffs, Iowa. There has also been a recent announcement that a farmer cooperative is
planning to build a plant in Brewster, Minnesota (Konnex, p. 5).
The largest players in the U. S. soybean market include Archer-Daniels-Midland (ADM)
with a 30% market share, Cargill with 21 % of the market, Bunge with 14%, and AGP with a
12% market share. Other important processors include Central Soya (9%) and Owensboro,
Honeymead, and Perdue each with about a 2% market share (Konnex). Konnex reports the
average plant size is over 2,500 tons per day (TPD) but that many plants are smaller than that.
They also indicate that a plant with a capacity of2,000 TPD with the capacity to expand should
be able to be competitive.
"Crush margins" are an industry measure of profitability in soybean processing. This
refers to the difference or "basis" between SB prices and the value of soybean products that can
be derived from the soybeans. This spread is calculated by USDA, AMS based on soybean
prices at Decatur, Illinois. Crush margin is also measured as the difference between the SBM
and SBO futures contract prices and the SB futures contract price as reported at the Chicago
Board of Trade. This second method is also called the "Board Crush Margin" (Konnex, pp. 7-8).
The board crush margin has averaged $0.4048 per bushel during the past five years but was
estimated by Konnex to average $0.381 per bushel in 2000. It may be significant that crushing
margins have declined since 1994 when they peaked at $0.889 per bushel until they bottomed at
$0.228 per bushel in 1998 (Konnex). The board crush margin must be adjusted for any particular
geographic location to account for the different prices (basis) and transportation costs associated
with that location. Consequently, the board crush margin faced by a Utah plant will be quite
different than a midwestern plant.
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Plant Description and Costs
Plant Description
The proposed plant is assumed to process 2,000 TPD of soybeans (Anderson). The plant
is expected to be operational 330 days per year with 24-hour operation yielding a total of
663,300 tons or 22.1 million bushels of soybeans processed annually. Total cost to build a plant
of this size was estimated by Konnex Consulting to be $39.5 million when they completed their
study in the fall of 2000. A summary of the costs to build a 2,000/TPD plant as estimated by
Konnex Consulting is provided in Table 2. The construction costs supplied by Konnex
Consulting do not include cost estimates for a soybean oil refinery. Ronald Anderson, an
agribusiness consultant, estimates that a bulk oil refinery producing bleached, refined,
deodorized oil would cost approximately $10 million to handle the amount of soybeans
processed by the 2,000/TPD plant. As a result, the estimated costs for the plant and refinery are
$49.5 million (Table 2).
A bushel of SB is expected to weigh 60 lbs. and to yield 44 lbs. of SBM, 11 lbs. of SBO,
and 4lbs. ofhulls3 (Anderson). The plant and refinery would produce approximately 486,420
tons of meal, 121,605 tons of oil, and 44,220 tons of soybean hulls annually (Table 3). These
estimates indicate that if the Utah facility captured 100% of the Utah and Idaho SBM market,
about 93% of the SBM produced at the plant could be sold in Utah and Idaho based n the number
of animals that existed in these states in January 2000. (Tables 1 and 3). In this analysis we
assume that the proposed soybean processing facility would capture 100% of the Utah and Idaho
market for SBM. The remaining production not sold in Utah and Idaho (33,332 tons ofSBM)
was assumed to be shipped to California.

Estimated Operating Costs for an Existing Plant
Estimated operating costs for a 2,000 TPD plant were also found in the Konnex
Consulting feasibility study. Konnex separates costs into variable, semi-variable, fixed, general
and administrative, and depreciation costs (pp. 25-6). Variable costs included steam, dryer fuel,
electricity, hexane, water, and chemicals. Semi-variable costs included operating labor, major
maintenance, and plant supplies. Fixed costs included supervisory labor, insurance, property
taxes, permits, and licenses. General and administrative costs were management, administration,
communications, and outside services. Depreciation was calculated on plant and equipment
based on a 30-year life for buildings and improvements and a 12-year life for equipment.
Konnex's estimated operating costs for a soybean processing plant in South Dakota are reported
by category in Table 4. The costs reported in Table 4 do not include operational costs for the
refinery nor transportation costs for soybeans and soybean products.

2This assumes 90% capacity as suggested by Konnex Consulting. However, the actual industry average
capacity is closer to 85% capacity.
3Hulls are pressed into pellets and sold as animal feed.
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Energy costs are a large share of processing costs. For example, the Konnex study
estimates that 36% of operating costs (excluding fixed costs) for a 2,000 TPD plant would be for
energy. The Konnex study also suggests that energy costs were approximately 12.50 cents per
bushel (36% of34.71 cents per bushel for operating costs) (p. VI). This equates to over 88% of
the variable costs Konnex reported and over half of the combined variable and semi-variable
costs they projected (see Table 4). Based on this, energy costs are almost certainly the single
most important determinant of competitiveness in processing costs.
Energy costs have changed substantially since the Konnex study was completed in
November 2000. The analysis we present is based on average energy costs as of January 2001
for natural gas and electricity. In our analysis we assume that energy costs are the only variable
costs that could be substantially different between Konnex' s estimates of variable costs in South
Dakota and the potential variable processing costs for a plant located in Utah. We also assume
that increases in energy costs in Utah would also occur in other areas such that the differences
reported remain constant. Consequently, we assume that fixed costs and other semi-variable and
variable costs, excluding energy costs, would be the same for a plant operating in Utah as they
are in South Dakota.
Total costs to process SBO into a bulk salad oil are estimated by Anderson to be no more
than $0.02 per lb. of oil to process crude oil into bulk salad oil. However, Jim Casebolt, a
soybean oil merchant with ConAgra, believes the primary market for SBO in the intermountain
area is in the potato processing industry in southern Idaho. Most potato processors use
hydrogenated oil and Casebolt believes there is a relatively small market in Utah and Idaho for
bulk salad oil compared to the hydrogenated oil market. Casebolt indicated that the UtahlIdaho
market for hydrogenated oil is about 500 million lbs. annually, or about twice as much as would
be produced at the proposed plant. Casebolt also estimates a premium of about $0.02 per pound
for hydrogenated oil over salad oil and an additional processing cost for hydrogenated oil of
approximately $0.015 per pound over salad oil. Therefore processing costs for hydrogenated oil
are assumed to be about $0.035 per lb. ($0.02 + $0.015). Anderson estimates that variable costs
to refine SBM are about one-half of total costs or $0.0175 per lb. ($0.035/2). Anderson also
estimates that energy costs are about 50% of variable costs the oil refining or $0.0088 per lb. of
oil produced ($0.0175*.5). Natural gas comprises about 90% of refining energy costs with
electricity costs being only about 10%. Utah energy costs are estimated to be about 95.29% of
midwestern energy prices.4 This suggests that SBO processing costs for the Utah plant would be
approximately $0.0346 per lb. of hydrogenated oil produced at the proposed plant.

Estimated Transportation Costs
Interregional Transportation Costs
Since a Utah soybean processing plant must be cost competitive with midwestern

4This is calculated as the monthly estimated Utah energy cost for a 2000 TPD plant not refIning SBO
divided by the monthly estimated South Dakota energy cost.
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soybean processing facilities and because we judge economic feasibility to be based on shipping
100% of the soybeans to be processed to Utah from other locations, an examination of relative
transportation costs is an essential component of the analysis. Table 5 reports rail transportation
costs for soybeans and soybean products from locations in the Midwest to Utah and California
and from Utah to California as quoted by representatives of Union Pacific Railroad. Shipment
rates vary by location and soybean product. Hastings, NE represents the location of the current
soybean processing plant that is closest to Utah while Lincoln, NE represents a location in a
major current soybean production area. We assumed the Utah facility would be located in or
north of Ogden and that Utah soybean products not consumed in Utah or Idaho would be shipped
to either the Los Angeles or San Francisco areas.
Table 5 is based on the standard quotes provided by Union Pacific and shows that it
would cost approximately $26-$28 per ton to ship soybeans to Utah from Nebraska. SBM would
cost approximately $25-$26.50 per ton to ship to Utah from Nebraska. Shipment costs for SBM
from Nebraska to California are approximately $6 per ton more than the cost of shipping SBM
from Nebraska to Utah. The combined costs of shipping raw soybeans to Utah and then shipping
soybean meal to California is between $48 and $50 per ton or approximately $18 per ton more
than for SBM shipped directly to California from the Midwest. The reason for this large
difference is the high fixed costs associated with loading and unloading rail cars and the rapid
decreasing costs per mile incurred in shipping freight by rail. Consequently, it is unlikely a Utah
facility could be competitive unless is sells almost all of its SBM in the local area.
Table 5 reports published "rack" rates for Union Pacific. It is almost a certainty that
lower rates could be negotiated by a firm handling large amounts of SB and soybean products on
a constant basis. For example, Circle-Four Farms in Milford, Utah, reports having negotiated a
rate equivalent to $20 per ton for com shipped from the Midwest. This equates to a carload rate
of$2,060. Farmland in Ogden, Utah, also reports rates that are different than those quoted by
Union Pacific. The Farmland quote for com shipped from what they refer to as "Group 3" (the
Kearny, Nebraska, area) to Ogden is $0.61 per bushel or a carload rate of $2,244. Lower rates
than those quoted by Farmland may be possible to negotiate for high volumes moving constantly
to one location, as has been demonstrated by Circle-Four Farms. We assume that a slightly
lower rate than that being paid by Circle-Four Farms might be negotiated for delivery to Ogden
since Ogden is a major rail hub and is also closer to the Midwest than Milford. A conversation
with Farmland suggests that at least a 10% lower rate than that currently being paid by CircleFour might be negotiated if a processing plant were located in the Ogden area. Based on this we
assume that soybeans could be shipped to Ogden at a negotiated rail rate of approximately $18
per ton or $1,854 per carload for large shipments of SB being shipped constantly to the same
location in northern Utah. 5
No com or SBM moves from Ogden, Utah, to California. However, Farmland reports its
carload rate from Ogden to California for wheat to be $0.56 per bushel or $1,922 per car. We

5Fannland indicates that rail shipment costs to Ogden or Tremonton from the Midwest would be basically
the same.
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assume that lower rates might be negotiated. If one compares the Farmland carload quote for
shipments to Ogden from Kearny for com ($2,244) to what we believe would be the lowest
possible negotiated rate ($1 ,S54), a difference of approximately 17% ($1,S54/$2,244) exists
between current rates and negotiated carload rates for very high volumes. This suggests a
negotiated rail rate for shipments to California might be the Farmland rate adjusted downward by
17% or $1,595 per carload ($1,922 * 0.S3). Table 6 reports what we consider a possible
negotiated interregional transportation rates for SB being shipped into the Ogden area and for
SBM being shipped to California.
Ron Anderson reports that even lower rates might be possible if lOS-car trains were
committed continually to load at the same location and unload at the same location ("scooter"
trains). Scooter train specifications require a minimum nine-month commitment be made for a
dedicated train. Anderson indicates that a representative of the Burlington Northern Santa Fe
Railway (BNSF) stated that a scooter train could deliver soybeans into Ogden from Group 3 for
about $13.25 per ton.6 We use the "rack" rates reported in Table 5, the rates presented in
Table 6, and the optimistic BNSF rate in our analysis to provide the possible ranges of costs and
profits that might be generated by the proposed processing plant.
Intraregional Transportation Costs
The intraregional market area considered for this analysis covers approximately 450
miles from Twin Falls, Idaho, on the north to Milford, Utah, on the south. Consequently,
intraregional transportation costs are an important consideration. We assume that SBM produced
in the Ogden/Tremonton area would be transported by truck to markets in northern Utah and
Franklin County, Idaho, and by rail to other major consumption units in the market area. 7 Most
quotes we received for trucking with no back haul were $3 per loaded mile for a truck carrying
25 tons of SBM. Farmland indicated significantly lower rates exist if there are backhaul
opportunities. For example, Farmland quotes a rate of $0.25/bu. for com being shipped from
American Falls, Idaho, to Ogden, Utah, or a rate of about $1.36 per loaded mile. Since backhaul
opportunities exist but have not been fully investigated, we assume a trucking rate of $2 per
loaded mile. We use Union Pacific rail rates to calculate transportation costs when soybean
products could be shipped within the region by rail.
The intraregional rail rates quoted by Union Pacific were compared against rate quotes

6Combined rail rates and soybean prices indicate that Group 3 (Nebraska) is the low-cost source of
soybeans for the proposed Utah plant. Although the BNSF does not typically operate in Utah, Anderson indicates
BNSF can run trains to certain locations in Utah including Ogden. The possibility of being able to ship BNSF trains
to Ogden under the scooter train specifications has not been verified. The scooter train rate should be considered
the lowest possible rate and should also be considered an optimistic estimate. BNSF rates are used only for SB
being shipped from the Midwest. All intraregion rail transportation is assumed to be conducted by Union Pacific.
Also the BNSF may not be able to operate 108-car trains into Ogden but only the 54-car trains. Because of other
restrictions, Ron Anderson believes that BNSF could possibly ship about 50% of the SB needed by a Utah plant.
7We attempted to select the least-cost method of intraregional transportation. To the more distant areas with
in the market area, rail was much cheaper than truck transportation.
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provided by Fannland. Some differences existed between the Fannland quotes (they tended to
be higher) and the Union Pacific quotes. We used the lowest quotes of the two for rail
transportation. Rough estimates for intraregional transportation costs were made assuming
centers for the Idaho and Utah dairy industry as being at Jerome and Logan, respectively.
Transportation to Jerome was assumed to be accomplished by rail while transportation to Logan
was assumed to be by truck. Transportation rates for the hog industry were calculated based on
rail costs from Ogden to Milford. Transportation costs for the turkey industry were calculated
assuming that SBM would be shipped by rail to Nephi and then transported by truck to Moroni. 8
Two separate centers for the layer industry were used to calculate intraregional transportation
costs-Delta, Utah, and Franklin, Idaho, and we assumed equal shipments to these two locations.
Shipment costs to Delta were calculated for rail shipments while shipments to Franklin were
assumed to be by truck. Trucking distances from Tremonton to Logan and Franklin are 24 and
41 miles, respectively. The distance from Nephi to Moroni is 22 miles. Intraregional
transportation costs for SBO were calculated assuming all of the oil is shipped to Twin Falls,
Idaho from Ogden, Utah. 9
Table 7 reports estimates for intraregional transportation costs to different locations
within the local market area. These rates reported in Table 7 are not adjusted for potential lower
negotiated rates. If one assumes as much as a 17% reduction in rail rates through negotiation
then rates would be lower. Table 8 lists the rail rates if they were negotiated at the lower rate.
We use both the lower of the quoted Union Pacific or Fannland rates (Table 7) and the rates
adjusted for possible negotiation (Table 8) in our analysis to identify the upper and lower bounds
transportation costs impose on potential profitability for the proposed plant.

Prices for Soybeans and Soybean Oil
Soybeans
We assume that if a Utah plant were built that all the SB processed at the plant would be
purchased in the Midwest and then transported to Utah for processing into soybean products.
Table 9 reports average soybean prices by state during 1998. This infonnation suggests that
soybeans could be purchased at prices well below the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) futures
contract price. Assuming that Illinois prices have basically an even (zero) basis with the CBOT
futures prices (at least during delivery periods), then soybeans can be purchased from about $13
to $18 per ton less in locations in Nebraska and South Dakota. Purchasing soybeans at prices
below CBOT prices is essential for a Utah plant to be competitive since this at least partially
offsets transportation cost disadvantages for a Utah processing facility. For this analysis, we

8Moroni does not currently have rail service.
9The largest single market in the area for SBO is in the potato processing industry which is located in
southern Idaho. We use Twin Falls, Idaho to calculate transportation costs for SBO.
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assumed that soybeans could be purchased at $13.35 per ton ($0.40 per bu.)l0 below the CBOT
SB futures contract price.
Soybean hulls can be pelleted or sold raw. Hulls tend to contribute only a small
percentage to total revenue at a soybean processing plant. While the price for hulls varies
throughout the year, we assume a flat price of$50 per ton for this analysis (Anderson).
Some effort was also given to examining the possibility of shipping Brazilian soybeans to
the plant. While a much more detailed analysis would be required for a definitive answer, in
general importing Brazilian soybeans is unlikely to yield profitable results. Currently few
Brazilian soybeans are imported into the United States indicating the economic difficulties, not
to mention the political difficulties, associated with importing soybeans into the United States.
For example, both Cargill and USDA indicated that importing soybeans from Brazil was unlikely
to be profitable. USDA also indicated that strong political opposition exists to importing
Brazilian soybeans. USDA reports that some U.S. firms have tried in the past to import Brazilian
soybean but have ceased importing after feeling intense political pressure from American
farmers. The USDA, Foreign Agricultural Service reported that only an $8 per metric ton (about
$0.22 per bushel) advantage for Brazilian soybeans over U.S. soybeans at Rotterdam during
January 2001. If Brazilian soybeans were used at the plant they would likely need to be shipped
through the Panama Canal and then back hauled from California to Utah. An analysis of
bringing soybeans to Utah in this manner would require more analysis than is presented here. If
the complete feasibility study is undertaken, perhaps this could be part of the analysis, but this
preliminary analysis suggests that this alternative is not likely to be competitive because a plant
in California would probably be more economical.
Soybean Oil
The soybean oil industry discovers SBO prices using the CBOT soybean oil futures
contract. A discussion with ConAgra provided information on how they price SBO using the
CBOT contract. The following is a numerical example using prices as of March 1, 2001
(ConAgra).
The CBOT SBO contract price:
Adjust for basis at western refineries:
Yields western crude price:
Adjust for shrinkage during refining:

15.83 cents per lb. (this is a crude oil price)
3.50 cents per lb.
12.33 cents per lb.

IOThis was the average Grand Island, Nebraska basis during 1999. Soybeans had the weakest basis in
South Dakota (-$18.34 per ton (Table 9)), but information from the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway indicated
delivery from South Dakota to Ogden would be about $19.18 per ton. We assumed that delivery costs from
Nebraska using Union Pacific could be negotiated at $18 per ton (negotiated-rate scenario) or $13.25 per ton
(BNSF-rate scenario). Thus taking into account differences in transportation costs, the -$13.35 basis we assumed
would yield about the same results whether the SB are shipped from South Dakota or central Nebraska ..
Information on basis in different parts of Nebraska was provided by Lynn Lutgen, a professor in the Department of
Economics at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
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(Subtract price from 20.00 per lb. 11
and multiply by shrinkage of 7%)
Crude price adjusted for shrinkage
Add refining premium for hydrogenated
Estimated refined oil delivered to the
Pacific Northwest area as of 3/1/01

-0.54 cents per lb. (20.00-12.33)* .07
11.79 (12.33-0.54)
5.60 cents per lb.
17.39 cents per lb.

On March 8, 2001 , Casebolt reported a basis for hydrogenated soybean oil delivered in
Twin Falls, Idaho, of about $0.015 over the CBOT contract price which coincides almost exactly
with the calculation provided directly above. Information provided by Anderson and ConAgra
suggests that hydrogenated oil could be produced at approximately $0.0346 per pound at the
proposed plant. We assume that all of this oil would be sold to the potato processing industry,
and we calculated transportation costs for oil produced at the plant based on expected rail rates
between Ogden, Utah and Twin Falls, Idaho. We assumed that the delivered basis for
hydrogenated oil is $0.056 per pound (the refining premium (basis) reported by ConAgra). The
refining premium must cover all processing costs plus transportation and, consequently, is a
delivered price to the Pacific Northwest area including Twin Falls, Idaho, from the Midwest..
Soybean Meal
SBM prices were estimated through interviews with grain buyers in different locations.
The average basis used in the analysis for different location and the sources from which basis
information was obtained are reported in Table 10. Since the basis is variable and the sources
usually provided a range for the basis, some judgement was exercised in deciding which basis
levels to use in the analysis. For example, we used the high side of the range for Logan and
Franklin since IF A is located in Salt Lake City. We used the low side of the range for Delta
since it is unlikely that Delta Egg would continue to accept extremely high prices ($40 basis) if
the processing plant was built and neighboring firms such as Circle-Four Farms received much
lower prices ($19 basis). The mid-point of the basis range was used for Moroni (Moroni Feed
Company) and Livingston, California (Foster Farms).
Estimated Energy Costs

Estimated energy costs for a soybean processing facility in Utah and energy costs for a
plant currently operating in South Dakota are presented in Table 11. These estimates are based
on conversations with Utah Power and Light and Questar Gas Company personnel in the case of
Utah and Northwestern Energy and South Dakota Soybean Processors personnel in the case of
South Dakota. Our initial estimates suggest that Utah has a slight energy cost advantage over
South Dakota as of January 2001. This differential may change in the near future as a result of
the energy crisis we are currently experiencing. But future differentials cannot be determined at
the present time, and so prices as of January 2001 in Utah and South Dakota were used to
complete the analysis.

Twenty cents is an industry standard to calculate the cost of shrink (ConAgra).

I1
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We estimate that average monthly usage of natural gas and electricity to process 2,000
tons of soybeans per day is 39,793 Dth and 2.4 million kwh12, respectively. 13 This represents an
advantage in energy costs for Utah compared to South Dakota of about $0.0084lbu. for each
bushel of soybeans processed. 14 Energy costs have increased substantially since the Konnex
study was completed. Our estimates suggest that energy costs as of January 2001 in South
Dakota were about $0.1788 per bushel and that it would have cost a Utah processing plant about
$0.1704 per bushel for energy costs during the same time period (the Konnex cost estimates
reported in Table 4 assumed energy costs at $0.125 per bushel in South Dakota during 2000).
Ron Anderson believes that energy costs could be substantially reduced if coal was used
as a substitute for natural gas. He estimates a costs savings of $1 million per year in energy costs
if an additional $2.5 million is invested in capital plant and equipment to use coal rather than
natural gas. If one assumes an average useful life of this investment to be 20 years (12 years for
equipment and 30 years for buildings) and an interest rate of 10%, a $2.5 million loan would be
amortized at $293,649 per year or about $0.0133 per bushel. A cost savings of$l million per
year using coal would translate into a savings of $0.0452 per bushel which yields a very rough
estimate for the net savings of using coal instead of natural gas of $0.0319 per bushel. 15 This
places the estimate for January 2001 costs for a Utah plant using coal at about $0.1385 per bushel
of soybeans processed ($0. 1704-$0.0319)-a value that should be considered a low-cost
estimate until a more thorough analysis is completed.
Financial Analysis
How Net Revenue Was Calculated
A synopsis of the financial and economic assumptions used to complete the financial
analysis is given in Table 12. The financial analysis was undertaken using the assumptions listed
above to derive the profit that could be potentially realized delivering SBM to Logan, UT;
Franklin, ill; Jerome, ill; Moroni, UT; Delta, UT; and Milford, UT, and SBO to Twin Falls,

12Dth = decatherm; kwh = kilowatt hour.
13This does not include any energy to refme soybean oil. We use this as a direct comparison with the South
Dakota plant which does not have an oil refmery.
14This is based on Questar Gas Company charging $0.1 OlDth less than Northwestern Energy and electricity
costing $0.0048lkwh less in Utah than in South Dakota ($0.035-$0.0302 on Table 6). We estimate an average of
39,793 Dth of natural gas are used each month for a savings of$3,979 per month ($0.10 * 39,793) and that 2.4
million kwh are used each month for a savings of $11,520 (2.4 million * $0.0048). With approximately 1.842
million bushels of soybeans processed each month, this yields a $0.0084lbu. reduction in energy costs for Utah
compared to South Dakota.
15No estimate of delivery costs for coal are provided in this analysis since a complete analysis for using
coal should be done in the actually feasibility study if one is completed. Therefore, these numbers should only be
considered as rough estimates for the net savings that would be realized if coal were used instead of natural gas.
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Idaho. Three scenarios are considered. The first scenario used the BNSF quotes and should be
considered optimistic since it assumed that all I6 of the soybeans processed at the plant could be
shipped to Ogden, Utah, for $13.25 per ton and that all other rail transportation costs could be
negotiated at 17% below the lowest rate quoted by either Union Pacific or Farmland (BNSF-Rate
scenario). The second scenario assumed negotiated rail rates 17% below the lowest rate quoted
by either Union Pacific or Farmland. The second scenario also assumed that soybean could be
shipped to Ogden for $18 per ton. The second scenario should be considered as likely to slightly
pessimistic (Negotiated-Rate Scenario). The third scenario was pessimistic since it assumed that
rail transportation could only be acquired at the Union Pacific rack rates (Rack-Rate Scenario).
The financial analysis is conducted using basis information to calculate crush margins.
That is, we determine net revenue (profit) based on the local basis (local cash minus the CBOT
futures contract price) rather than the local price level since local price levels tend to fluctuate
more than basis levels. The crush margins are then used to calculate estimated net revenues.
Finally, net revenues are adjusted to derive net-cash flow which is then used to calculate the
estimated internal rate ofretum (IRR) for the proposed plant under each of the three scenario.

Crushing Margins
We estimated the both the gross and net Utah crushing margin under each of the three
scenarios and these are reported in Table 13. The gross Utah crush margin is considerably higher
than crush margins reported in the Midwest because the SBM and SBO bases are higher in Utah
than in the Midwest. Gross crushing margin adjusted for basis was the buying basis (assumed to
be $0.40 per bu. under the CBOT futures contract) less rail transportation to Ogden plus gross
revenue from SBM and SBO sales. Net crushing margin was gross crushing margin plus add-ins
for hull sales and SB discounts less outside merchandising purchases, processing costs, and
intraregional transportation costs (Table 13).
The local SBM basis reported in Table 13 is the average SBM basis for the Utah, Idaho,
and California market locations (Logan, Franklin, Delta, Milford, Moroni, Jerome, and
California) weighted by the estimated proportion of total estimated SBM sales to each market
location. The SBO basis was calculated as the number of lbs. of SBO per bushel (11 lbs.)
multiplied by the Twin Falls basis ($0.056 * 11 = $0.616). Hulls were assumed to be sold for
$0.025 per lb. ($50 per ton) in the local area. I7 The SB discounts earned and outside
merchandising expenses were set equal to those reported in the Konnex Consulting study.
Working capital interest was assumed to be $500,000 or $0.0226 per bu. ($500,000/22.1 million
bushels). SB processing expenses were $14.7485 per ton ($0.4349 per bushel for processing plus
$0.0076 per bushel for waste). 18 SBO processing costs were calculated at $0.0346 per lb. of SBO

16Anderson believes only about half of the SB could actually be shipped by BNSF.
17Transportation costs for hulls were calculated at the trucking rate of $1.92 per ton (Logan rate).
18Processing costs include depreciation but no interest on debt. The processing cost calculation is $0.4349
* 33.33 bushels = $14.7485 per ton.

+ $0.0076 = $0.4425 per bushel or $0.4425
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or $0.3806 per bushel of SB (11 lbs. * $0.0346). Intraregional transportation costs were
calculated as the average transportation costs to the Utah, Idaho, and California locations
weighted by the estimated proportion of total estimated SBM sales to each market location plus
SBO transportation costs to Twin Falls plus transportation costs for hulls to Logan.
The net crushing margins suggest that the proposed processing plant would cover its costs
only under the BNSF-Rate Scenario. Estimated net revenues for the BNSF-Rate Scenario are
$2,457,859 per year ($0.1108 * 22.1 million bushels) while estimated annual net revenues for the
Negotiated-Rate and Rack-Rate Scenarios are -$692,987 (-$0.0318 * 22.1 million bushels) and
-$7,331,461 (-$0.3328 * 22.1 million bushels), respectively.

Financial Analysis for Separate Market Locations
Based on estimated net crushing rates, the projected net revenue for the proposed soybean
processing facility were calculated by market location for the BNSF-Rate, Negotiated-Rate, and
Rack-Rate Scenarios and the results are presented in Tables 14 through 16. The results depicted
in Tables 14-16 illustrate how important obtaining the lowest possible rail rates are to
profitability in the soybean processing industry. There is almost a $10 million dollar difference
in returns estimated for the BNSF-Rate Scenario ($2.4 million (Table 14)) and the Rack-Rate
Scenario (-$7.3 million (Table 16)). The Negotiated-Rate Scenario (Table 15) depicts an almost
break-even operation.
In order of profitability the market are ranked as follows: Logan, Franklin, Delta,
Jerome, Moroni, California, and Milford. Logan and Franklin each have a relatively strong basis
($23) and would be located close to the proposed plant. Delta has a strong basis ($26), which
explains why it tends to be profitable, at least for the BNSF-Rate Scenario and the NegotiatedRate Scenario. Milford tends to be an unprofitable market because of its weak basis ($19) and
shows that Circle-Four Farms has been successful at negotiating a very competitive rate for
SBM.
Most of the markets would be profitable under the BNSF-Rate Scenario, but Jerome,
Idaho would be projected to generate over $1.3 million in net revenue. Jerome is by far the
largest market within the region for SBM (Table 14). Only Logan, Franklin, and Delta would be
profitable under the Negotiated-Rate Scenario (Table 15) while none of the markets would be
profitable under the Rack-Rate Scenario (Table 16).

Internal Rate of Return for Each Scenario
A number of different measures of economic return could be used to evaluate the
proposed project. We choose to use the internal rate of return (IRR) because it is measured over
the entire economic life of the project rather than at a moment in time (such as the return to
equity) and because the interpretation is straight forward since the IRR can be easily compared to
other potential investments. IRR is defined as follows:
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where NCFn is the finn's net cash flow during period n (n = J,2,3, . . .,N), II is the amount of
investment during the initial time period, and r is the IRR. In words, the IRR (r) is the rate of
return that makes the discount net cash flows from the investment just equal to the level of the
investment. Net cash flow is equal to net cash receipts plus interest paid and depreciation less
taxes and principal payments (Penson and Lins). To calculate net cash flow we assumed that net
cash receipts were equal to the net revenue reported for the three scenarios in Tables 14 through
16. 19 Annual depreciation was calculated as 17.63% of total operating costs (Table 4) and
amounted to $3,206,663 annually ($27.4339 (Table 12) * 663,000 tons (Table 3) * .1763). Taxes
were assumed to be paid only at the investor levefo and at an individual rate of 20%. Tables
17-19 report proj ected annual net cash flows for each of the three scenarios. The proj ected
cash-flow statements presented in Tables 17-19 assumed a 20-year payback period with 50% of
the initial investment made as equity and 50% as debt. The IRR analysis was conducted for only
ten years so the salvage value of the plant was discounted from year 20 to year ten and included
as cash flow in the tenth year.
Only the BNSF-Rate Scenario is projected to have a positive internal rate of return
(4.11 %) while the Negotiated-Rate and the Rack-Rate Scenarios have negative IRRs (-12% and
-100%, respectively). This suggests that a Utah-based soybean processing plant would probably
have difficulty in attracting investors unless net revenues could somehow be increased.
Intraregional transportation costs would playa large role in detennining if the plant
would be viable. Table 13 shows that intraregional transportation costs would be about $0.26 per
bushel or almost one-fourth of the gross crushing margin. These results suggest that locating a
plant in the Ogden area may not be the optimal choice given the relatively long distances the feed
and other products will need to be shipped after processing. A Utah soybean processing plant
would likely help to lower feed costs in Utah and Idaho, but the plant would probably not be
profitable if it is located in Utah.
Summary and Conclusions
The financial success associated with constructing and operating a soybean crushing
facility depends on its ability to produce products (primarily SBM and SBO) at competitive
prices. Our results suggest it would be difficult for a soybean processing plant located in the
Ogden area to be economically viable at the present time. However, some conditions exist which
suggest that at sometime in the future such a plant might be viable if it was located nearer to a
1~0 interest cost was included in the Konnex cost estimates used to calculate costs and then net revenue,
so no interest cost needs to be added to the net revenue figures .

2°If the operation is organized as an agricultural cooperative it is possible to be taxed at only one level-the
corporate or producer level, but not both.
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major livestock feeding area that would consume most of the SBM produced at the plant without
needing to ship the SBM over long distances.
The number of livestock that consume SBM in Utah and Idaho has risen over time.
There are nearly enough animals in Utah and Idaho at the present time to use nearly 95% of the
SBM that would be produced by a local plant that processes 2,000 tons of soybeans per day. If
livestock numbers continue to rise there will be enough animals in the next 1-2 years to utilize all
of the feed produced in a local soybean processing plant.
The market for SBO in southern Idaho (potato processors) is large enough to handle all of
the oil that would be produced at a local plant. However, SBO would need to be processed into
hydrogenated oil to service the southern Idaho market since only a relatively small market for
bulk, salad oil exists in Utah and Idaho. Our results indicate that a Utah plant could not service
the California market profitably. Only those markets which are relatively close (within 150
miles) would be profitable21 and then only if very favorable rail rates for SB shipped from the
Midwest can be negotiated.
The construction and operation of a soybean processing facility would be financially
feasible (i.e., have positive net returns) only if the most optimistic assumptions about rail
transportation rates are used to complete the financial analysis. Even when optimistic measures
are used (BNSF-Rate Scenario), net returns are still quite small since the IRR is only slightly
over 4%. When less optimistic transportation costs are used, the IRR quickly become negative.
This suggests that the financial feasibility of constructing and operating a soybean processing
plant in northern Utah is marginal at best. The primary reasons for this conclusion stem from the
fact that current suppliers are providing SBM to local customers are highly competitive rates and
the delivered cost differences between current suppliers and a potential plant located in northern
Utah are not large.
Intraregional transportation costs are one of the principal reasons a Utah plant would find
it difficult to compete with current suppliers. Loading and shipping soybeans to a processing
plant and then reloading SBM and SBO for further shipment increases total transportation costs
and makes a potential plant located in northern Utah less competitive. The economics of this
seem to be supported by the fact that little SBM is exported from the United States but a large
amount of SB is. To be competitive, it appears that a plant must minimize transportation costs
since this is a large exogenous component of total costs. Loading and reloading soybean
products does not help to reduce transportation costs and is the reason the results of this study are
not encouraging regarding a potential Utah soybean processing plant.
Alternative results might be obtained if a plant were located near a feeding area that could
utilize most of the plants production. Most of the SBM and SBO produced at a potential
northern Utah plant would be used in southern Idaho. This suggest that a decision concerning

21Delta, Utah is an exception to this, but only because of their relatively wide basis ($26 per ton) that may
or may not continue to exist is local SBM is produced.
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the best location for a plant would be a critical component to the decision about building a plant,
and such an analysis was not conducted in this study. However, our analysis indicates that the
financial success of a facility would likely be greater if the plant was located nearer to primary
buyers than if the plant was located in northern Utah. Alternative locations might include Twin
Falls, Idaho, or the Burley, Idaho, area. Utah and Idaho may wish to work cooperatively in the
future to revisit the issue of a local soybean processing facility as livestock numbers continue to
Increase.
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Table 1. Livestock Numbers in Utah and Idaho and Current or Expected Soybean Meal
Consumption
Animal

Dairy Cows:
Utah
Idaho

Number

95,000
332,000

69,350 a
242,360
67,600b

Hogs
Layers

SBM Consumption
(Tons)

5,030,000

Turkeys

Total Estimated SBM Consumption in Utah and Idaho

23,778

C

50,000d

453,088

aDairy cow consumption of SBM is based on information from Dr. Allen Young who estimates dairy cows
consume approximately 4 lbs. of SBM daily.
bRog consumption of SBM is based on information from Circle-Four Farms. Circle-Four reports SBM
consumption of 1,300 tons per week.
CLayer numbers and consumption of SBM by layers is based on information provided by Ritewood Eggs.
Ritewood's reports using 100 tons ofSBM weekly to support 1.1 million layers. This yields consumption of .1818
lbs. per layer per week or 9.4536 lbs. per layer annually.
dMoroni Feed Company reported using 500 rail cars of SBM each year. The estimate provided here
assumes 100 tons of SBM are contained in each rail car.
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Table 2. Estimated Investment Costs to Build a 2,000 TPD Soybean Processing Plant
Item

Description

Cost
($1000s)

Land
Utilities
Infrastructure
Soy Receiving and Storage
Preparation
Extraction and Degumming
Meal & Hull Storage & Load-out
Oil Storage & Load-out
Engineering and Management
Contingency

40-50 acres
Transformerslboiler
Mostly civil works
2 million bu. capacity
2,000 TPD
2,000 TPD
8,000 tons
20,000 tons
General process
10%

$500
$2,000
$5,000
$5,750
$6,500
$6,000
$5,500
$1,500
$3,250
$3,500

Total Estimated Costs for
Processing Plant
Estimated Costs for Refinery

$39,500
600 TPD capacity

Grand Total Estimated Costs

Source: Konnex Consulting and Anderson.

$10,000

$49,500
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Table 3. Estimated Annual Purchases and Product Output for a 2,000 Ton Per Day
Soybean Processing Plant Operating 330 Days Per Year
Item

Amount

Soybeans

22.1 million bushels (663,000 tons)

Soybean Meal

486,420 tons

Soybean Oil

121,605 tons

Soybean Hulls

Source: Konnex Consulting.

44,220 tons
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Table 4. Estimated Operational Costs for an Existing 2,000 TPD Soybean Processing Plant
Not Including the Cost of Operating the Refinery
Item

$1,000s/Year

Variable Costsa
Semi-Variable Costs b
Fixed Costs
General & Administrative Costsd
Depreciatione

$3,120
$2,150
$1,330
$1,020
$1,650

14.18
9.79
6.07
4.67
7.43

Total

$9,270

42.14

C

CentslBu.

aVariable costs include steam, dryer fuel, electricity, hexane, water, and chemicals.
bSemi-variable costs include operating labor, major maintenance, and plant supplies.
cFixed costs include supervisory labor, insurance, property taxes, permits, and licenses.
dGeneral and administrative costs include management, administration, communications, outside services,
etc.
eDepreciation of plant and equipment was calculated on a basis of 30-year life for and investment of $20
million for buildings and improvements and a 12-year life for the $19 million in equipment.
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Table 5. Published Interregional Rail Transportation Rates Reported by the Union Pacific
Railroad to Selected Locations for Soybeans and Soybean Products (Rack-Rate Scenario)
From

To

Per Cara
($s)

Lincoln, NE

Tremonton, UT

$2,855

Lincoln, NE

Ogden, UT

$2,968

Hastings, NE

Tremonton, UT

$2,705

Hastings, NE

Ogden, UT

$2,800

Lincoln, NE

Modesto, CA

$3,440

Lincoln, NE

S.F.,CA

$3,472

Hastings, NE

Modesto, CA

$3,290

Hastings, NE

San Francisco

$3,304

$31.94 SB
$30.46 SBM
$31.17 SBO

Ogden, UT

Los Angeles

$2,376

$22.00 SBM

Ogden, UT

San Francisco

$2,048

$19.32 SBO

C

Per TonlItemb
($s)

$27.72 SB
$26.44 SBM
$28.00 SBO
$26.26 SB
$25.05 SBM
$26.42 SBO
$33.40 SB
$31.85 SBM
$32.75 SBO

Combined Costs to Ship Soybeans to Utah and then Soybean Meal to California:
Lincoln to Tremonton to Los Angeles

$49.72 SBMd

Hastings to Tremonton to Los Angeles

$48.26 SBM

aWe assume heavy-axle rail cars which can carry 108 tons of soybean meal or 103 tons of raw soybeans.
Soybean oil is shipped in large tanker cars each assumed to hold 106 tons of soybean oil. These calculations were
based on 5,150 cu. feet in each rail car with 40 lbs. of soybeans per cu. foot and 42 lbs. of soybean meal per cu.
foot. Soybean oil is assumed to weight 7.7 lbs. per gallon and a large tanker car is assumed to hold 27,500 gallons.
bFigures are calculated by dividing per car cost by number of tons of the item. SB=Soybeans;
SBM=Soybean Meal; and SBO=Soybean Oil.
CPrices for shipments of SB and SBM from Lincoln and Hastings are based on so-called "unit-train" prices.
These rates require a minimum of 69 carloads per shipment and a maximum of 105 carloads.
dThe cost of shipping soybeans from Lincoln to Tremonton plus the cost of shipping SBM from Ogden to
Los Angeles $27.72 + $22.00 = $49.72.
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Table 6. Possible Negotiated Interregional Rail Transportation Rates Estimated Using
Information from Circle-Four Farms and Farmland from Selected Locations for Soybeans
and Soybean Products (Negotiated-Rate Scenario)
From

To

Per Cara
($s)

Kearny, NE

Ogden, UT

$1,854C

$18.00 SB

Kearny, NE

Milford, UT

$2,060

$20.00 SB

Ogden, UT

California

$1,595

$14.77 SBM

Per Ton/Itemb
($s)

Combined Costs to Ship Soybeans to Utah and then Soybean Meal to California:
Kearny to Ogden to California

$32.77 SBMd

aWe assume heavy-axle rail cars which can carry 108 tons of soybean meal or 103 tons of raw soybeans.
Soybean oil is shipped in large tanker cars each assumed to hold 106 tons of soybean oil. These calculations were
based on 5,150 cu. feet in each rail car with 40 lbs. of soybeans per cu. foot and 42 lbs. of soybean meal per cu.
foot. Soybean oil is assumed to weight 7.7 lbs. per gallon and a large tanker car is assumed to hold 27,500 gallons.
bFigures are calculated by dividing per car cost by number of tons of the item. SB = Soybeans;
SBM = Soybean Meal; and SBO = Soybean Oil.
cBased on an estimate of an Ogden, Utah rate that would be below the rate negotiated by Circle-Four Farms
to Milford, Utah.
dThe cost of shipping soybeans from Kearny to Ogden plus the cost of shipping SBM from Ogden to
California $18.00 + $14.77 = $32.77.
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Table 7. Estimated Intraregional Transportation Costs Based on Quotes from Union
Pacific or Farmland (Rack-Rate Scenario)
Per Car/Per Mile a
($s)

Per Ton/Itemb
($s)

From

To

Ogden, UT

Jerome, ill

$1 ,025 c rail

$9.49 SBM

Ogden, UT

Twin Falls, ill

$2,035 rail

$19.20 SBO

Ogden, UT

Nephi, UT

$835 rail

$7.73 SBM

Ogden, UT

Delta, UT

$961 rail

$8.90 SBM

Ogden, UT

Milford, UT

$1,283 rail

$11.88 SBM

Tremonton, UT

Logan, UT

$2 truck

$1.92 SBM

Tremonton, UT

Franklin, ID

$2 truck

$3.28 SBM

Nephi, UT

Moroni, UT

$2 truck

$1.76 SBM

aprice per car is for rail transportation while the cost per mile is for trucking. We assume heavy-axle rail
cars which can carry 108 tons of soybean meal. Soybean oil is shipped in large tanker cars each assumed to hold
106 tons of soybean oil. These calculations were based on 5,150 cu. feet in each rail car with 40 lbs. of soybeans
per cu. foot and 42 lbs. of soybean meal per cu. foot. Soybean oil is assumed to weight 7.7 lbs. per gallon and a
large tanker car is assumed to hold 27,500 gallons.
bFigures are calculated by dividing per car cost by number of tons of the item. SB = Soybeans;
SBM = Soybean Meal; and SBO = Soybean Oil.
cRail costs to Jerome, Idaho were lowest for the Farmland quote and that is what is reported here. All other
rail quotes are those given by Union Pacific since they were less than the Farmland quote. Trucking rates are based
on a cost of $2 per loaded mile and 25 tons per load.
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Table 8. Possible Intraregional Rail Rates If Negotiated at 17% Below Quotes from Union
Pacific or Farmland (Negotiated-Rate Scenario)
From

To

Ogden, UT

Jerome, ill

Ogden, UT

Twin Falls, ill

Ogden, UT

Per Car
($s)
$851 crail

Per TonlItema
($s)
$9.49 SBM

$1,690 rail

$15.94 SBO

Nephi, UT

$693 rail

$6.42 SBM

Ogden, UT

Delta, UT

$797 rail

$7.39 SBM

Ogden, UT

Milford, UT

$1,065 rail

$9.86 SBM

aFigures are calculated by dividing per car cost by number of tons of the item. SB = Soybeans;
SBM = Soybean Meal; and SBO = Soybean Oil.
cRail costs to Jerome, Idaho were lowest for the Farmland quote and that is what is reported here. All other
rail quotes are those given by Union Pacific since they were less than the Farmland quote.
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Table 9. Average Soybean Prices by State, 1998
State

$/bu.

$/ton

Basis with Illinois

Illinois
Iowa
Kansas
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraskaa
Omaha
Grand Island
South Dakota

$5.45
$5.30
$5.35
$5.10
$5.30

$181.67
$176.67
$178.33
$170.00
$176.67

-$4.00/ton
-$3.34/ton
-$11.67/ton.
-$4.00/ton

$5.18
$5.05
$4.90

$172.65
$168.32
$163.33

-$9.02/ton
-$13.35/ton
-$18.34/ton

Source: United Soybean Board.
'Nebraska prices for particular areas were estimated using basis information provided by Lynn Luchen in
the Department of Agricultural Economics at the University of Nebraska. We assumed that the Illinois basis was
approximately even and then used average basis in the Omaha and Grand Island areas during 1999 to estimate the
1998 prices in Nebraska. The United Soybean Board reported that the state average soybean price in Nebraska
during 1998 was $5.15/bu.
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Table 10. Average SBM Basis Used To Calculate Revenues in the Analysis
Location

SBM Basis Range
$/ton

Logan, UT
Franklin, ill
Delta, UT
Milford, UT
Moroni, UT
Jerome,ID
Livingston, CA

$19-$24
$19-$24
$25-$40
$19
$18-$22
$19-$25
$24-$28

SBM Basis Used
$/ton

$23
$23
$26
$19
$20
$23
$26

Source

IFA
IFA
Delta Egg
Circ1e-Four
Moroni Feed
Evans Grain
Foster Farms
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Table 11. Estimated Energy Costs for a Soybean Processing Plant in Utah and an Existing
Plant in South Dakota. Figures are Calculated Only for the Production of Soybean Meal
and Soybean Pellets (Soybean Oil Production Excluded)
ItemILocation

Estimated Monthly Use

Cost Per Energy Unit
($s)

Electricity:
Utah
South Dakota

2.4 million kwh
2.4 million kwh

$O.0302Ikwha
$O.035Ikwhb

Natural Gas:
Utah
South Dakota

39,793 Dth
39,793 Dth

$6.0662IDth
$6. 1662/Dthd

C

aBased on information provided by Utah Power and Light Company. Calculated based on 40 kwh per ton
of soybeans processed (2,000 tons per day) @ $0.020165 per kwh. A demand charge of$5.71 per kW is also
levied. Anderson estimates that 4,200 kW demand are needed. An additional service charge of $98.29 per
connection is also included.
~e South Dakota cost per kwh is that reported by Tom Kersling, Commercial Manger of the South
Dakota Soybean Processors on January 15, 200l.
CCurrent cost as calculated by Questar Gas Company on January 26, 2001.
dA conversation with Northwestern Energy, the company providing natural gas to the South Dakota plant,
indicated their gas is typically priced at -$0.10 to +$0.1 OlDth off the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX)
Natural Gas contract. Questar indicates they usually price their natural gas at -$0.10 under the NYMEX contract.
Consequently, we assume that the Utah plant would be able to purchase natural gas at $0.10IDth less than the South
Dakota plant. The South Dakota price is thus listed at $0.1OlDth more than the Utah price.
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Table 12. Assumptions Used to Complete the Financial Analysis
Item

Assumption

Purchase Price of Midwest SB

$13.35 under CBOT SB futures contract

SB Shipment Costs from NE to Ogden, UT $13.25/ton BNSF-Rate Scenario
$18.00/ton Negotiated-Rate Scenario
$26.26/ton Rack-Rate Scenario
Total Operating Costs

$27.4339 per tona

Price for SBM

As indicated by the basis Table 10 by location

Price for SBO

$0.056 per pound (basis in southern Idaho)

Price for Soybean Hulls

$50 per ton

Transportation Costs for SBM

BNSF-Rate Scenario same as Negotiated-Rate
Scenario
Negotiated-Rate Scenario as indicated in Tables 6
and 8
Rack-Rate Scenario as indicated in Tables 5 and 7

Transportation Costs to Twin Falls for SBO $0.008 per pound BNSF-Rate Scenario
$0.008 per pound Negotiated-Rate Scenario
$0.0096 per pound Rack-Rate Scenario

aThis is based on the following: Konnex reports that total processing costs per pound in South Dakota was
42.14 cents. Konnex had assumed 12.5 cents per pound in energy costs. We assumed 13.85 cents per pound in
energy costs if coal is used. This adds 1.35 cents to the total costs Konnex reported or 43.49 cents per bushel. This
yields a cost to process a ton of soybeans for meal, hull, and crude oil of $14.4952 per bushel ($0.4349 * 2000/60)
Waste adds an additional $0.2533 per ton to processing costs or $14.7485. Processing costs to make crude oil into
hydrogenated oil were estimated to be 3.46 cents per pound. Since one bushel of soybeans yields 11 pounds of oil
and there are 33.33 bushels of soybeans in a ton, then processing costs for oil were estimated to be $12.6854 per ton
($0.0346*11 *33.33). This yielded a total processing cost ofa proposed Utah plant to be $27.1806 per ton
($14.4952 + $12.6854).
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Table 13. Estimated Gross and Net Crush Margins for Each of the Three Scenarios

Item

Add Neg. SB Buying Basisa
Deduct Transportation
Add Local SBM Basis b
Add Local SBO Basis c

BNSF
$/bu.

Scenario
Negotiated
$/bu.

Rack
$/bu.

$0.40
-$0.3975
$0.493
$0.616

$0.40
-$0.54
$0.493
$0.616

$0.40
-$0.788
$0.493
$0.616

$1.115

$0.969

$0.721

$0.10
$0.01

$0.10
$0.01

$0.10
$0.01

Outside Merchandising f
Working Capital Interestg
SB Processingh
SBO Processing i
Intraregional Transportatio~

$0.005
$0.0226
$0.4425
$0.3806
$0.2606

$0.005
$0.0226
$0.4425
$0.3806
$0.2606

$0.005
$0.0226
$0.4425
$0.3806
$0.3131

Net Crushing Margin

$0.1108

-$0.0318

-$0.3328

Gross Crushing Margin
Add Ins:
Hull Sales d
SB Discounts Eamede
Deductions:

aThe Grand Island, NE basis ($13.35) divided by 33.33 (number of bushels in one ton ofSB).
bWeighted average SBM basis for the Utah/Idaho market ($22.41/33.33*.7333).
cSBO basis in Twin Falls, ill ($0.056 per lb. * 11 lbs of SBO per bu. of SB).
dHull sales were calculated at $0.025 per lb. ($50/2000). There are four lbs. of hulls for each lb. of SB
($0.025 * 4 = $0.10 per bu.).
eAs reported in the Konnex Consulting report (p. 22b).
[Reported in the Konnex Consulting report as $110,000 ($110,000/22.1 million bu. = $0.005).
gEstimated at $500,000 ($500,000/22.1 million bu. = $0.0226).
hEstimated processing costs per ton divided by 33.33 bushels ($14.7485 /33.33)
iEstimated SBO processing costs per ton divided by 33 .33 bushels ($12 .6854/33.33).
lEstimated weighted average intraregional transportation costs for Utah/Idaho market.

Table 14. Estimated Revenue by Market Location for the BNSF-Rate Scenario
Location

Logan
Franklin
Milford
Delta
Jerome
Moroni
CA
Total Revenue

SBM

$1,595,050
$273,447
$1,284,400
$309,114
$5,574,280
$1,000,000
$866,632

SBO

Hulls

$1,941,694
$332,874
$1,892,697
$332,874
$6,785,710
$1,399,924
$933,245

$315,210
$54,038
$307,256
$54,038
$1,101,576
$227,260
$151,501

Basis a
Adjustment

$9,461
$1,622
$9,222
$1,622
$33,064
$6,821
$4,547

Processing &
Add-Ins

Intraregion
TC b

Net
Revenue

$2,648,910
$454,115
$2,582,066
$454,115
$9,257,242
$1,909,812
$1,273,157

$421,754
$88,472
$947,855
$137,336
$2,918,384
$617,076
$631,026

$790,752
$119,393
-$36,346
$106,197
$1,319,004
$107,117
$51,742
$2,457,859

aMidwest basis per ton less transportation costs per ton to Ogden multiplied by number of tons shipped ($13.35-$13.25)*tons
shipped.
bTransportation costs estimated to be incurred with intraregional shipments.
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Table 15. Estimated Revenue by Market Location for the Negotiated-Rate Scenario
Location

Logan
Franklin
Milford
Delta
Jerome
Moroni

CA
Total Revenue

SBM

$1,595,050
$273,447
$1,284,400
$309,114
$5,574,280
$1,000,000
$866,632

SBO

Hulls

Basis a
Adjustment

Processing &
Add-Ins

Intraregion
TC b

$1,941,694
$332,874
$1,892,697
$332,874
$6,785,710
$1,399,924
$933,245

$315,210
$54,038
$307,256
$54,038
$1,101,576
$227,260
$151,501

-$439,762
-$75,390
-$428,665
-$75,390
-$1,536,853
-$317,060
-$211,365

$2,648,910
$454,115
$2,582,066
$454,115
$9,257,242
$1,909,812
$1,273,157

$421,754
$88,472
$947,855
$137,336
$2,918,384
$617,076
$631,026

Net
Revenue

$341,529
$42,381
-$474,234
$29,184
-$250,913
-$216,764
-$164,170
-$692,987

aMidwest basis per ton less transportation costs per ton to Ogden multiplied by number of tons shipped ($13.35-$13.25)*tons
shipped.
bTransportation costs estimated to be incurred with intraregional shipments.
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Table 16. Estimated Revenue by Market Location for the Rack-Rate Scenario
Location

Logan
Franklin
Milford
Delta
Jerome
Moroni
CA
Total Revenue

SBM

$1,595,050
$273,447
$1,284,400
$309,114
$5,574,280
$1,000,000
$866,632

SBO

Hulls

Basis a
Adjustment

Processing &
Add-Ins

Intraregion
TC b

Net
Revenue

$1,941,694
$332,874
$1,892,697
$332,874
$6,785,710
$1,399,924
$933,245

$315,210
$54,038
$307,256
$54,038
$1,101,576
$227,260
$151,501

-$1,220,931
-$209,310
-$1,190,121
-$209,310
-$4,266,832
-$880,267
-$586,821

$2,648,910
$454,115
$2,582,066
$454,115
$9,257,242
$1,909,812
$1,273,157

$478,274
$98,162
$1,139,501
$166,048
$3,506,107
$723,326
$809,852

-$496,160
-$101,228
-$1,427,336
-$133,447
-$3,568,615
-$886,222
-$718,453
-$7,331,461

aMidwest basis per ton less transportation costs per ton to Ogden multiplied by number of tons shipped ($13.35-$13.25)*tons
shipped.
bTransportation costs estimated to be incurred with intraregional shipments.
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Table 17. Projected Cash-Flow Statement for BNSF-Rate Scenario
Initial
Terminal
Growth
Receipts
Expenses
Tax rate
% fmanced
Finance rate
Discount rate
Yrs financed
Year »
Receipts Plus
Depreciation Less
Operating Expenses
Terminal value
Cash inflow
Down
Depreciation
Interest
Principal
Taxable income
Income taxes
Cash outflow
Net cash flow
Outstanding Principal

$49,500,000

Annual
Payment

$2,711,275.

$4,950,000
Net present
value
0.00%
0.00%
20.00%
50.00%
9.00%
4.00%
20

0

$262,138

IRR

4.11%

10
4
9
7
8
1
2
3
5
6
$5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522
$3,344,043
$5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $5,664,522 $9,008,565

$24,750,000
$3,206,663
$2,227,500
$483,775
$230,359
$46,072
$2,757,347
-$24,750,000 $2,907,175
$24,750,000 $24,266,225

$3,206,663
$2,183,960
$527,315
$273,899
$54,780
$2,766,055
$2,898,467
$23,738,910

$3,206,663
$2,136,502
$574,773
$321,357
$64,271
$2,775,547
$2,888,975
$23,164,136

$3,206,663
$2,084,772
$626,503
$373,087
$74,617
$2,785,893
$2,878,629
$22,537,633

$3,206,663
$2,028,387
$682,888
$429,472
$85,894
$2,797,170
$2,867,352
$21,854,745

$3,206,663
$1,966,927
$744,348
$490,932
$98,186
$2,809,462
$2,855,060
$21,110,397

$3,206,663
$1,899,936
$811,340
$557,923
$111,585
$2,822,860
$2,841,662
$20,299,057

$3,206,663
$1,826,915
$884,360
$630,944
$126,189
$2,837,464
$2,827,058
$19,414,697

$3,206,663
$1,747,323
$963,953
$710,536
$142,107
$2,853,383
$2,811,139
$18,450,745

$3,206,663
$1,660,567
$1,050,708
$4,141,335
$828,267
$3,539,542
$5,469,022
$17,400,037
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Table 18. Projected Cash-Flow Statement for the Negotiated-Rate Scenario.
Initial
Tenninal
Growth
Receipts
Expenses
Tax rate
% fmanced
Finance rate
Discount rate
Yrs fmanced
Year »
Receipts Plus
Depreciation Less
Operating Expenses
Tenninal value
Cash inflow
Down
Depreciation
Interest
Principal
Taxable income
Income taxes
Cash outflow
Net cash flow
Outstanding Principal

$49,500,000
$4,950,000

$2,711,275.

Payment
Net present value

0.00%
0.00%
20.00%
50.00%
9.00%
4.00%
20

IRR

-$20,182,809
-12%

1
2
3
$2,513,676 $2,513,676 $2,513,676

6
4
5
$2,513,676 $2,513,676 $2,513,676

7
$2,513,676

8
$2,513,676

9
$2,513,676

10
$2,513,676

$2,513,676 $2,513,676 $2,513,676

$2,513,676 $2,513,676 $2,513,676

$2,513,676

$2,513,676

$2,513,676

$3,344,043
$5,857,719

$3,206,663
$1,966,927
$744,348
-$2,659,914
-$531,983
$2,179,292
$334,384

$3,206,663
$1,899,936
$811,340
-$2,592,923
-$518,585
$2,192,691
$320,985

$3,206,663
$1,826,915
$884,360
-$2,519,902
-$503,980
$2,207,295
$306,381

$3,206,663
$1,747,323
$963,953
-$2,440,310
-$488,062
$2,223,213
$290,463

$3,206,663
$1,660,567
$1,050,708
$990,489
$198,098
$2,909,373
$2,948,346

24750000 $24,266,225 $23,738,910 $23,164,136 $22,537,633 $21,854,745 $21,110,397

$20,299,057

$19,414,697

$18,450,745

$17,400,037

0

$24,750,000
$3,206,663
$2,227,500
$483,775
-$2,920,487
-$584,097
$2,127,178
-24750000
$386,498

$3,206,663
$2,183,960
$527,315
-$2,876,947
-$575,389
$2,135,886
$377,790

$3,206,663 $3,206,663 $3,206,663
$2,136,502 $2,084,772 $2,028,387
$682,888
$574,773
$626,503
-$2,829,489 -$2,777,759 -$2,721,374
-$565,898
-$555,552 -$544,275
$2,145,377 $2,155,723 $2,167,000
$357,953
$346,676
$368,299
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Table 19. Projected Cash-Flow for Rack-Rate Scenario
Initial
Terminal
Growth
Receipts
Expenses
Tax rate
% financed
Finance rate
Discount rate
Y rs financed
Year»
Receipts Plus Depreciation
Less Operating Expenses
Terminal value
Cash inflow

$49,500,000
$4,950,000

Down
Depreciation
Interest
Principal
Taxable income
Income taxes
Cash outflow
Net cash flow

$24,750,000

Outstanding Principal

$2,711,275.26

Payment
Net present value

0.00%
0.00%
20.00%
50.00%
9.00%
4.00%
20
0

-$24,750,000

IRR

-$63,257,992
-100%

1
-$4,124,799

2
-$4,124,799

3
-$4,124,799

4
5
-$4,124,799 -$4,124,799

6
-$4,124,799

7
-$4,124,799

8
-$4,124,799

9
-$4,124,799

10
-$4,124,799

-$4,124,799

-$4,124,799

-$4,124,799

-$4,124,799 -$4,124,799

-$4,124,799

-$4,124,799

-$4,124,799

-$4,124,799

$3,344,043
-$780,756

$3,206,663
$2,227,500
$483,775
-$9,558,962
-$1,911,792
$799,483
-$4,924,282

$3,206,663
$2,183,960
$527,315
-$9,515,422
-$1,903,084
$808,191
-$4,932,990

$3,206,663
$2,136,502
$574,773
-$9,467,964
-$1,893,593
$817,682
-$4,942,481

$3,206,663
$2,084,772
$626,503
-$9,416,234
-$1,883,247
$828,028
-$4,952,827

$3,206,663
$2,028,387
$682,888
-$9,359,849
-$1,871,970
$839,305
-$4,964,104

$3,206,663
$1,966,927
$744,348
-$9,298,389
-$1,859,678
$851,597
-$4,976,396

$3,206,663
$1,899,936
$811,340
-$9,231 ,398
-$1,846,280
$864,996
-$4,989,795

$3,206,663
$1,826,915
$884,360
-$9,158,377
-$1,831,675
$879,600
-$5,004,399

$3,206,663
$1,747,323
$963,953
-$9,078,785
-$1,815,757
$895,518
-$5,020,317

$3,206,663
$1,660,567
$1,050,708
-$5,647,986
-$1,129,597
$1,581,678
-$2,362,434

$22,537,633 $21,854,745

$21,110,397

$20,299,057

$19,414,697

$18,450,745

$17,400,037

$24,750,000 $24,266,225

$23,738,910 $23,164,136
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Figure 1. Number of milk cows that have calved in Utah
and Idaho as ofl Jan 1990-2000
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Figure 2. Number of all cattle and calves in Utah and
Idaho as of 1 Jan 1990-2000
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Figure 3. Number of hogs and pigs in Utah and
Idaho as ofl Jan 1990-2000
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